
Science Biodiversity Activity - you will complete this by doing a 
science walk of your own in your own neighborhood or finca. 
Read the instructions and complete the charts.

You will be expected to turn in images as well to be a part of the 
art mosaic.

Physics Zipline Activity

You will watch the following video on the Physics of Zipling
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kOpAPPIjhYM&t=175s

Answer the following questions:
1. What forces are at work on a zipline?
2. Do heavier people travel faster? How and why?
3. What would make a zipline move faster?
4. Are there any health benefits to ziplining?
5. What are the physics behind the idea of a zipline? What is 

actually happening?

Promotional Language Video
You will be required to complete the video on your own. Pick 
three tourist ideas for Colombia that you can promote from 
where you are. Do one in English, one in French, and one in 
Spanish. It should be a 3-5 minute video.

Math Golf
Read the attached STEM News as it relates to golf. Be ready to 
tell at least 10 interesting facts you found out about golf and 
math.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kOpAPPIjhYM&t=175s


Vocabulary 
• Biodiversity: all of the different kinds of life you will find in one area, including animals, plants, fungi, 

bacteria, habitats, ecosystems, and genetic material 
• Ecosystem: the living (plants, animals, other organisms) and nonliving (air, water, soil) components of 

an area that interact with each other in an interconnected way 
• Habitat: a natural environment in which plants and animals live, breed, and get their food, water, and 

shelter

It’s important to periodically evaluate an area’s biodiversity because our health ultimately depends on it. We 
rely on nature for food, water, air, materials, and regulating the climate and other processes of our planet. If 
an area has rich biodiversity, it indicates that the environment is in good condition. The more species and 
ecosystems existing in an area, the more contributors are working together, making the system stronger and 
helping nature to thrive. If biodiversity is low, the stability of the system weakens and all that depend on it 
will be affected. The following are various criteria scientists examine when performing these assessments to 
effectively evaluate a region’s biodiversity: 

– Composition (the number of different types of species/habitats found in the area) – Abundance 
(how many individuals of each species there are)
– Distribution (how spread out the individuals/habitats are)
– Extinction risk (how many species from the area are threatened or endangered) 

Science Biodiversity Activity

Location: 
Where Found

Composition: 
What Found

Abundance # of 
individual species 

observed

Distribution: How 
spread out are  the 

speicies

If you were to give this area a biodiversity grade, what would it be? Why?

What could be done to increase the area’s biodiversity? 



Activity: Using your phones or cameras, take pictures of things in nature you see on the nature walk 
that reflect the definition of biodiversity. (See examples below)
Think about the definition to be sure that your pictures accurately represent the biodiversity of the 
area. When you return to class, you will put all the images together on paper and create one large class 
project. Tape the mosaic together and display it in the room or hallway. 

Does the group mosaic adequately depict biodiversity?

Why is biodiversity is important?
– Every plant/animal/bacteria/genetic makeup/habitat is a thread in the “web of life.” The more 
threads there are, the stronger the web. However, as threads are removed, the web becomes weaker 
and eventually falls apart. Biodiversity is the framework for nature, which provides all the things we 
need to survive. Without biodiversity, there is no nature. And without nature, there is no humanity. In 
nature, everything is connected. The ripple effect of any change touches every part of our planet. Have 
students select one component found in the artwork and reflect on how its disappearance would affect 
other components. 
Biodiversity across our planet has declined dramatically. Human activity has caused populations of fish, 
birds, mammals, amphibians, and reptiles to fall by 60% over the past 50 years. In order to reverse this 
trend and bring about real change, we have to work together. This includes action at every level—
governments, companies, communities, and individuals. 

Science Biodiversity Activity: Art Mosaic






